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Abstract

Informing others about the world is often a helpful act. In this paper, I study agents who
conduct experiments to gather information about the world, committing in advance to fully
disclose the nature of the experiment together with all experimental findings. While this ap-
pears to be a benign activity, I characterize a type of exploitative informing that is possible
even within this restricted setup. I show how exploitative informants use public experiments
to predictably manipulate interlocutors’ beliefs and actions to their own advantage. I discuss
epistemic and practical grounds on which it may be permissible for agents to resist acts of
exploitative informing, then conclude by discussing implications for epistemic injustice and
duties to gather evidence.

1 Introduction

Suppose you are a civil court judge.1 Every week, BigFarm brings you a case seeking to repossess
some SmallFarm or other. Both you and BigFarm’s lawyer know no more about the case than what
you have learned from past experience: BigFarm is 30% likely to be correct in cases of this sort.

As a civil court judge, you must find on the preponderance of evidence, so you won’t find for
BigFarm unless you are at least 50% confident that BigFarm owns the land. Just as you are about to
laugh the case out of court, BigFarm’s attorney proposes an experiment. The statistical properties
of this experiment are known, and the results of the experiment will be accurately disclosed to you.
This experiment has the following properties: in cases where BigFarm is entitled to the land, the
experiment is certain to return a positive finding. In cases where BigFarm is not entitled to the land,
the signal returns a positive finding with probability 3/7 and a negative finding with probability 4/7.

Surely, you think, there could be no harm in admitting this experiment. You do so and up-
date your beliefs by conditionalization based on the observed result of the experiment, your prior
knowledge, and the statistical properties of the experiment. A bit of algebra reveals an interesting
pattern.2 40% of the time, the experiment will send a negative signal. You will then update to 0%
credence in BigFarm’s claim to the land and find against BigFarm. So far so good. But the other
60% of the time, the experiment will send a positive signal. You then update to 50% credence in
BigFarm’s claim to the land, and find for BigFarm.

Week after week, this happens, and 60% of the time, you award SmallFarm’s land to BigFarm.
This seems strange to you. After all, both you and BigFarm’s attorney know that BigFarm is

1This case is adapted from Kamenica and Gentzkow (2011).
2See Section 3 for details.
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entitled to only 30% of these farms. Yet BigFarm is able to gain twice as many farms by conducting
an honest, observable experiment week after week. In this case, there are two natural reactions.
First, it looks like you are being exploited. BigFarm is predictably manipulating your beliefs to
gain the verdicts they desire more often than they deserve them. And second, it seems permissible
for you to resist BigFarm’s exploitation. BigFarm is behaving badly and should be stopped. These
are natural thoughts, but cashing them out is no mean feat.

Regarding exploitation, it seems odd to say that BigFarm’s lawyer has exploited you by truth-
fully telling you all that they know about the case, then going out to gather relevant evidence and
truthfully disclosing this evidence too. Nevertheless, in this paper I draw on recent discussions of
Bayesian persuasion (Ely and Szydlowski 2020; Kamenica and Gentzkow 2011; Kamenica 2019)
to characterize a species of exploitative informing (Section 2) and argue that BigFarm’s testimony
is a prime example. In particular, I study five ways in which many acts of exploitative informing
are exploitative: they exploit asymmetric power to constrain deliberative outcomes (Section 3) in
order to manipulate their interlocutor’s acts (Section 4) and thereby monopolize the utility wind-
fall from gathered information (Section 5). Exploitative informing worsens when it interacts with
ongoing structures of domination (Section 6) and when it manipulates coarse-grained properties of
an agent’s doxastic state (Section 7). I argue that acts of information provision with many or most
of these features have a good claim to be understood as exploitative (Section 8).

Regarding permissible resistance, it may seem odd to say that you may permissibly turn down
the cost-free evidence provided by BigFarm’s lawyer. Orthodoxy suggests that neither the expected
utility of your decisions (Good 1966) nor the expected accuracy of your credences (Maher 1990)
can decrease as a result of receiving cost-free evidence. In Section 9, I present the prima facie
case against the permissibility of resisting exploitative informing. Then I sketch epistemic and
practical grounds on which resistance may yet be permissible. Section 10 concludes by discussing
implications of this discussion for our understanding of epistemic injustice (Section 10.1) and
duties to gather evidence (Section 10.2), as well as some potential generalizations of this discussion
(Section 10.3).

2 Exploitative informing

Exploitative informing occurs when an informant provides information to a receiver for the pur-
pose of manipulating the receiver’s actions or beliefs in order to achieve the informant’s goals.
It is perhaps not so surprising that exploitative informing should exist, or that receivers may per-
missibly resist exploitative informing. However, in this paper I will be concerned with cases of
exploitative informing with four features that make both the possibility of exploitative informing
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and the permissibility of resisting it substantially more surprising.3

First, agents share a common prior c over a common state-space Ω. This means that the
informant cannot exploit asymmetric possession of information to achieve her goals, since she
plots her exploitation from the same epistemic position as the agent to be exploited.

Second, informants are truthful. Informants construct an experiment π yielding valuable in-
formation about the world, then truthfully disclose the results of π. This means that the informant
cannot exploit through deception.

Third, there is no withholding of information. Prior to running the experiment π, the informant
commits to fully disclose the results of π, even if they are unfavorable. This means that the infor-
mant cannot exploit through withholding unfavorable information any more than she can exploit
by distorting unfavorable information.

Finally, the setup is transparent in the sense that all relevant parameters are common knowledge
between the receiver and the informant. Each knows the prior c, both agents’ utility functions, the
space of possible experiments, the problem setup, and the constraints of truthfulness and non-
withholding. This creates a remarkable situation in which receivers can be exploited in plain sight,
with full prior knowledge that they are going to be exploited, who will exploit them, and why and
how they are being exploited.

We will see in Section 9 that many theories of rationality say it is permissible, or even required
for the receiver to accept exploitative informing. However, in this paper I argue that exploitative
informing involves five types of manipulation that may permit or even require receivers to resist.

First, exploitative informing involves asymmetric constraining power. Experiments π can be
constructed to yield many probability distributions τ over resulting posteriors. I show in Section 3
that receivers exercise only a weak constraint over τ, inherited from Bayes’ Theorem. Informants,
but not receivers then have the power to induce any distribution τ of their liking, so long as it
respects a reflection principle. This constitutes an asymmetry in power to determine the results of
updating.

Second, exploitative informing involves act manipulation (Section 4). The informant con-
structs experiments to shift the receiver’s probabilities of taking candidate actions, with an eye
only to favoring actions that benefit the informant.

Third, exploitative informing involves surplus hogging. Information gathering typically gener-
ates a utility surplus, in the form of an improvement in the expected utilities of resulting actions.
I show that exploitative informants construct experiments in order to reap the maximum possible
personal surplus, leaving the receiver with no surplus whatsoever (Section 5). This hogging of the
utility surplus is especially egregious because a less-selfish signal could generate a larger surplus

3These features are characteristic of recent discussion of Bayesian persuasion (Dworczak and Martini 2019; Ka-
menica 2019).
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to be shared between the two agents.
Fourth, exploitative informing gains bite when it interacts with ongoing structures of domina-

tion. Under diachronic relationships of exploitative informing, informants are able to reap larger
surpluses than they could in one-off relationships, and those surpluses are further sharpened if in-
formants have the power to determine the tasks that receivers perform (Section 6). These gains
typically come at the direct expense of reduced benefits to interlocutors.

Fifth, exploitative informing manipulates coarse-grained properties of belief (Section 7). In-
sofar as it makes sense to think of the receiver’s credences as encoding coarse-grained features
such as false positive and false negative rates, informants have a robust ability to manipulate these
coarse-grained features to their advantage. In large part, exploitative informants gain by providing
information that does not reduce the frequency of coarse-grained error, but rather shifts the coarse-
grained errors that are likely to be made in a direction maximally favorable to the informant.

We will also see that exploitative informing often provides no epistemic benefit along many
traditional dimensions (Section 9.1). For example, exploitative informing may not improve the
expected accuracy or calibration of the receiver’s beliefs. While receivers may not lose along these
dimensions, neither do they gain, and if they do gain their gain is often paltry and insignificant.

Summing up, exploitative informing occurs when informants provide information to receivers
for the purpose of manipulating the agent’s actions or beliefs in order to achieve the informant’s
goals. I am interested in cases involving a common prior, truthful disclosure without withholding,
and a transparent problem setup. In these cases, I will argue that exploitative informing is problem-
atically exploitative in many ways: it uses asymmetric constraining power to manipulate an agent’s
acts, hogging the surplus generated by new information. Exploitative informing is worsened by
interaction with ongoing structures of domination, and at the epistemic level involves manipulation
of coarse-grained properties of belief without benefit along traditional epistemic dimensions.

The next order of business is to show how exploitative informing involves these five forms of
exploitation. I do this in Sections 3-7.

3 Asymmetric constraining power

To see how exploitative informing involves an asymmetry in the power to constrain outcomes, let
us formalize the setup introduced in Section 1 (See Figure 1). There are two agents, Receiver R and
Sender S. In this case, R is the judge and S the BigFarm lawyer. Both agents share a common prior
c over the algebra generated by a finite state space Ω, letting ∆(Ω) represent the set of possible
priors over this algebra.

Receiver R must choose among a finite set A of acts. In this case, she must choose between
the act F of finding for SmallFarm and B of finding for BigFarm. Agents R,S receive utilities
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∆(Ω) Ω S ∆(Ω) A

w1 s1 a1

...
...

...

c wi s j c′ ac′

...
...

...

wn sm aN

c Π c(∗|S) Ec′[u]

c(wi) π(s j|wi) c(∗|s j) Ec′[u(a)]

Figure 1: Choice under exploitative informing. Agents share a common prior c over states Ω.
Sender S performs an experiment π, leading to outcome s j. Both agents update by Bayesian
conditionalization to c′ = c(∗|s j). Receiver R chooses the act ac′ maximizing the expectation of her
utility function u given the posterior c′.

u

B F

wb 1 0
w f 0 1

v

B F

wb 1 0
w f 1 0

Figure 2: Payoffs to Receiver (u) and Sender (v) contingent on states (wb,w f ) and acts (B,F).

u(a(w)), v(a(w)) dependent on the outcome a(w) of the chosen act a in the current state w.
In this case, there are two relevant states: the state wb in which BigFarm is entitled to the land,

and the state w f in which SmallFarm is entitled to the land. Our judge R gains from just decisions,
whereas the lawyer S gains from victory, so that u, v are given by Figure 2. S may choose whether
or not to perform an experiment π to gather information about the world. Experiments are specified
by the set S of possible outcomes, and the state-dependent probabilities π(s j|wi) of each outcome
s j ∈ S in each world-state wi ∈ Ω. By assumption, the statistical properties π and possible
outcomes S of experiments are known by both parties, and S is bound to truthfully report the
outcome of any experiment she performs.

In our example, BigFarm performs an experiment πwith two possible outcomes, s1, s2, with the
intended interpretation that s1, s2 are positive and negative findings, respectively. In wb, BigFarm
is entitled to the land and π verifies BigFarm’s ownership with certainty, so that π(s1|wb) = 1 and
π(s2|wb) = 0. In w f , BigFarm isn’t entitled to the land, but the experiment finds positively 3/7 of
the time, so that π(s1|w f ) = 3/7 and π(s2|w f ) = 4/7.
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∆(Ω) Ω ∆(Ω) A

w1 a1

...
...

c wi c′ ac′

...
...

wn aN

c ∆∆(Ω) Ec′[u]

c(wi) τ Ec′[u(a)]

Figure 3: The consequences of experiments are captured by the probability distributions τ they
induce over shared posteriors c′.

If S performs no experiment, R takes the act ac maximizing expected utility given her prior
c and utility function u.4 In our example, R finds for SmallFarm. However, if S performs an
experiment π, then R updates her beliefs c on the resulting signal s, to c′ = c(∗|s). R then takes
the act ac′ maximizing expected utility given her updated beliefs c′. In our example, a little algebra
shows that signal s1 is 60% likely to be sent, in which case c′(wb) = 0.5, and signal s2 is 40% likely
to be sent, in which case c′(wb) = 0. When c′(wb) = 0.5, the judge finds for BigFarm, whereas
when c′(wb) = 0, the judge finds for SmallFarm.5

Note that the experiment π induces a probability distribution τ over possible posteriors c′, due
to uncertainty over the signal that will be received (Figure 3). In this case, τ gives 60% probability
to the case where c′(wb) = 0.5, and 40% probability to the case where c′(wb) = 0. On many
views of Bayesian rationality, Receiver imposes one constraint on τ: the induced distribution over
posteriors must obey a reflection principle. That is:

(Reflection) Eτ(c′) =
∑

c′ τ(c′)c′ = c.

However, Reflection is a slim constraint. For example, Figure 4 gives a small sample of the many
different distributions τ consistent with Reflection. How else is τ constrained?

It turns out that any distribution τ over posteriors consistent with Reflection can be induced by
some experiment π (Kamenica 2019). In this sense, the ability to gather evidence yields power

4We can absorb this case into the setup described in Figure 1 by regarding R as performing the trivial experiment
in which π is the identity function.

5Signal s2 is sent 4/7 of the time in state w f , which has a 70% chance of occurring, so signal s2 is sent 40% of
the time and signal s1 is sent the other 60% of the time. Signal s2 can only be sent in w f , so c(wb|s2) = 0. However,
c(wb|s1) = c(s1|wb)c(wb)/c(s1) = c(s1 |wb)c(wb)

c(s1 |wb)c(wb)+c(s2 |w f )c(w f ) =
(1)(3/10)

(1)(3/10)+(3/7)(7/10) = 1/2.
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c′(wb) τ(c′)

0 0.7
1 0.3

c′(wb) τ(c′)

0.2 0.875
1 0.125

c′(wb) τ(c′)

0 0.5
0.5 0.4
1 0.1

Figure 4: Distributions τ over common posteriors c′ consistent with Reflection.

to constrain deliberative outcomes. The power to constrain deliberative outcomes becomes asym-
metric if one party has more ability to gather evidence than another. I will be interested in cases
where constraining power is maximally asymmetric, in the sense that Sender can feasibly gather
relevant evidence but Receiver cannot. This may be because it is not within Receiver’s ability to
gather evidence, for example because judges may not gather evidence, or alternatively because it
is too costly for Receiver to gather evidence, as it would be if Receiver were SmallFarm, unable to
fund a costly process of evidence gathering. I reserve the term asymmetric constraining power for
cases of this type, where Sender but not Receiver can feasibly gather relevant evidence.

Sender’s asymmetric constraining power leaves Sender free to choose any of the vast number
of distributions τ over posteriors consistent with Reflection. For example, Sender can choose
to impose any one of the distributions τ in Figure 4. Sender is free to choose the distribution
τ which benefits her the most, bound only, if at all, by the contingent availability of resources
and technology to perform experiments left open by Reflection. We will see in the next section
that Sender uses this asymmetric constraining power to induce a maximally favorable probability
distribution over Receiver’s posterior actions.

4 Act manipulation

How does Sender S manipulate Receiver R? Since S’s payoffs depend on R’s acts, there is only
one way for S to benefit from manipulation: through act manipulation: S changes the probabilities
that R will take certain actions.

We saw in Section 3 that an experiment π directly induces a probability distribution τ over
posteriors. Each posterior determines R’s act together with her utility function, hence π indirectly

induces a distribution τA over acts thatA will take. S picks an experiment to maximize her utility
from τA, namely

∑
a∈A τA(a)Ec[v(a)].

In our example, R begins with a certain disposition to F, finding for SmallFarm. She ends up
60% likely to find for BigFarm, and only 40% likely to find for SmallFarm. This is surprising
for two reasons. First, R is quite confident that BigFarm is correct in only 30% of similar cases.
However, if BigFarm conducts the same experiment in this and similar cases, then over the long
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run, BigFarm will win 60% of the time. Judge R may feel herself oddly helpless as, time and time
again, she finds for BigFarm despite knowing that BigFarm is winning twice as many cases as they
are entitled to win.

A second oddity is that Sender has pushed the judge’s act probabilities τA as far as they can go,
while still respecting Reflection. Reflection says that 30% probability mass must be put on B, the
claim that BigFarm is entitled to the land. BigFarm’s lawyer knows that the judge will only find for
BigFarm when c′(wb) ≥ 0.5. This can happen a maximum of 60% of the time, namely if c′(wb) is
exactly equal to 0.5 in 60% of the cases and equal to 0 the rest of the time. Hence BigFarm’s lawyer
induces a distribution τ over posteriors with exactly this feature, so that the resulting distribution
τA over acts will maximize the probability of Receiver acting in BigFarm’s interest.

This result is also fully general: insofar as she is concerned only with her own benefit, Sender’s
optimal strategy is always to induce the most favorable act distribution τA that can be reached
while respecting Reflection. That is, she manipulates Receiver’s act dispositions to be as favorable
as possible, limited only by Reflection.

In light of these results, it may be helpful to view act manipulation as the practical analog of
asymmetric constraining power. We saw in Section 3 that Sender is free to impose any distribution
τ over posteriors, limited only by Reflection. Since acts are determined by Receiver’s fixed utility
function, together with the shared posterior, this means that Sender is also free to impose any
probability distribution τA over resulting acts, limited only by Reflection. In this sense, Sender
enjoys asymmetric power to constrain the beliefs and acts that will result from experimentation. In
both cases, Sender exercises her constraining power to choose the most favorable distributions τ
over posteriors and τA over resulting acts.

5 Surplus hogging

In its classic sense, the expected value of information to an agent is determined by the expected
change in the value of the acts that will be taken after becoming informed (Good 1966; Howard
1966). Before receiving information, Receiver is certain to take the best act ac, with expected
value Ec[u(ac)]. After conducting experiment π, she adopts some (uncertain) posterior c′ with
probability c(c′|π) incorporating the prior together with the statistical properties of experiment π.
She then takes the act ac′ maximizing expected utility on c′, and receives expected utility Ec′[u(ac′)].

For Receiver, the value of information π is the expected change in the value of her acts, namely
VOI(π,R) =

∑
c′ c(c′|π)Ec′[u(ac′)] − Ec[u(ac)]. This quantity is guaranteed to be nonnegative by

Good’s Theorem (Good 1966). In this sense, we will see in Section 9.2 that many have thought
Receiver cannot rationally prefer to avoid receiving exploitative information.

The value of information to Sender is identical, except that she is rewarded according to her
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Expected prior utility Expected posterior utility

R 0.7 0.7
S 0 0.6

Total 0.7 1.3

Figure 5: Surplus hogging

own utilities v, so that VOI(π,S) =
∑

c′ c(c′|π)Ec′[v(ac′)]−Ec[v(ac)]. This can be negative for some
experiments π, but won’t be negative for any experiments chosen by Sender. After all, Sender can
always conduct an uninformative experiment and reap no gain or loss, so she won’t choose to
conduct any experiment with negative expected value of information.

So far, we have seen that the value of information from chosen experiments is certain to be
nonnegative for all agents. However, typically the value of information is not merely nonnegative,
but strictly positive. Gaining information helps agents to make better decisions. In this case, a
utility surplus is reaped, equal to VOI(π,R) + VOI(π,S).

In our example, Receiver is previously disposed to find for SmallFarm, providing her with
utility 0.7 and BigFarm with utility 0 (Figure 5). Now, Receiver is disposed to find for BigFarm
60% of the time, though she will be wrong in half of those decisions, providing her with utility 0.7
and BigFarm with utility 0.6. There is, in this example, a utility surplus of 0.6. But that surplus
is reaped entirely by BigFarm. Receiver gains nothing from BigFarm’s experiment except the
opportunity to help BigFarm gobble up SmallFarm.

More generally, exploitative informants seek to maximize their own surplus rather than the
total surplus value of information. In this sense, Sender is a surplus hog: she keeps as much as
possible of the surplus for herself.

An analogy may reveal why many find surplus hogging to be objectionable. Consider:

Dictator Game: Dictator is told to propose a division of $10 between herself and
Peon. Peon chooses whether to accept or reject the proposed division. If Peon accepts,
the money is divided as proposed. If Peon does not accept, no player receives any
money.

Classic economic theory suggests that Dictator will propose to hog the surplus $10: she might, for
example, offer Peon a nickel, keeping $9.95 for herself. But in fact, that is often not what happens,
and with good reason: when Peon is offered only a small share of the total, she tends to reject the
proposed division, leaving both players with nothing (Engel 2011).

Why might Peon turn down a free nickel? One popular answer is that Peon thinks Dictator’s
hogging of the surplus is exploitative and unfair (Hoffman et al. 1996; Engel 2011). To her mind,
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giving up a free nickel, or even as many as two or three free dollars is a small price to pay for
stopping Dictator’s exploitation.

We might understand Receiver in our game as experiencing a similar reaction. What Sender
proposes to do is to conduct an experiment that generates a utility surplus, which she will then hog
for her uses, giving none of the surplus to Receiver. Just as Peon may resent the exploitative divi-
sion of surplus money proposed by Dictator, so too Receiver may resent the exploitative division
of surplus value from information proposed by Sender.

In fact, our current problem is worse than the Dictator Game, for the surplus value of infor-
mation is not fixed. In many cases, Receiver could increase the utility surplus generated by her
experiment by choosing an experiment that distributes the surplus more equitably among parties.

For example, suppose that BigFarm gains utility 0.5 in cases where the judge finds for Small-
Farm, perhaps because BigFarm has taken out limited insurance on the case. Now, the utilities are
given by Figure 6. In this case, BigFarm’s optimal experiment is the same as before: she performs
an experiment which is certain to send a positive signal in case wb, she is entitled to the land, and
which also sends a positive signal 3/7 of the time in w f , where she is not entitled to the land.
Calculating as before shows that BigFarm reaps expected posterior utility 0.8 and the judge reaps
expected posterior utility 0.7, for a total of 1.5.

u

B F

wb 1 0
w f 0 1

v

B F

wb 1 0.5
w f 1 0.5

Figure 6: Modified utilities leading to surplus diminution.

However, if BigFarm were not a selfish rascal, she could increase the total posterior utility split
between her and the judge by conducting a different experiment. Suppose that BigFarm conducts
an experiment π′ fully disclosing the state of the world. The judge then reaps expected posterior
utility 1, since she is certain to find justly. BigFarm reaps expected posterior utility 0.65, since she
is now only 30% likely to get the farm. But the total expected posterior utility has increased to
1.65.

Such cases reveal the full depth of surplus hogging. Exploitative informants act with an eye to
maximizing the expected value that informational disclosures will provide to themselves. This is
not merely a zero-sum game of stealing posterior utility away from others. In many cases, exploita-
tive informing is a negative-sum activity, driving down the total utility gained from informational
disclosures. In this sense, exploitative informants are perhaps worse than dictators who propose an
uneven division of a ten-dollar prize. Exploitative informants are often better likened to a dictator
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who proposes to pay herself six dollars instead of a scenario in which she and another agent each
receive five dollars. This type of surplus hogging may be objectionable not merely on grounds of
inequity, but also on the grounds that the surplus itself has been shrunk.

6 Interaction with ongoing structures of domination

Exploitative informing is worsened as it interacts with ongoing structures of domination, advantage
and control (Ely 2017; Ely and Szydlowski 2020).6 Let us begin by considering what happens if
BigFarm’s asymmetric ability to conduct experiments is extended over time.

As it happens, BigFarm’s lawyer R′ is repeatedly hired by BigFarm, S′, to sue small farms.
It’s hard to muster much sympathy for the farm-stealing rascal, but actually R′ is not in such a
good way herself. In each case, BigFarm’s lawyer R′ must invest time τ, with time investment
τ = 0 standing in for declining the contract. Some cases are easy, requiring 50 hours to prosecute
effectively, whereas others are hard, requiring 100 hours to prosecute effectively. BigFarm has
never been fond of looking before it litigates, so neither BigFarm nor BigFarm’s lawyer knows
whether any given case is hard or easy, though they do have a common prior c over case difficulties
gleaned from years of stealing farms.

Lawyer R′ is paid a salary worth utility P for prosecuting cases effectively, but she is paid
nothing for ineffective prosecution. Letting x ∈ {50, 100} be the unknown number of hours required
to effectively prosecute the current case, and τ be the number of hours she invests in prosecuting
the case, lawyer R’ is paid P if τ ≥ x and nothing otherwise. Let us assume that time investments
cost R′ one util per hour in missed opportunities. Then from any given time investment τ, lawyer
R′ reaps expected utility:

u(τ) = c(τ ≥ x)P − τ.

To begin, suppose that R′ is 80% confident the task is easy, requiring 50 hours to receive P, and
20% confident the task is hard, requiring 100 hours to receive P. Set the reward P at 75 utils.

In this case, R′ is disposed to accept the case and invest 50 hours in prosecuting it. As a result,
she receives an expected payoff of 0.8 ∗ 75 − 50, or 10 utils.

Now, suppose that BigFarm desires only to maximize the probability that her lawyer prosecutes
the case effectively. BigFarm has the ability to conduct an experiment π informing her lawyer R′

about the difficulty of the current task. Can BigFarm gain from experimentation?
It is easy to see that in the present case, BigFarm does not gain from experimentation. No

experiment could ever convince the lawyer to invest 100 hours in the case, since this represents
6It would be a fruitful project to analyze the results of this section within existing accounts of structural exploitation

(McKeown 2016; Vrousalis 2023; Zwolinski 2012).
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a certain loss of 25 utils. Nor will she ever invest strictly between 50 and 100 hours in the case,
since this costly effort is certain to yield no improvement in her reward over an investment of 50
hours. The most that our lawyer R′ will invest after experimentation is 50 hours. Since R′ is
already disposed to invest 50 hours, the only thing that an informative experiment could do is to
convince R′ to run away and invest 0 hours, by making her highly confident that the case is hard.
However, suppose that BigFarm desires to extract more effort from her lawyer and also to reduce
the lawyer’s utility surplus to zero. Surprisingly, she can do both of these things if we examine
how the setup interacts with ongoing diachronic structures of domination inherent in a contractive
labor relationship.

Let us consider a diachronic version of the same case. Now BigFarm has the power to pre-
commit to conducting an experiment π after 50 hours have been invested in the case. Experiment
π will help lawyer R′ to understand whether more effort is needed to reap her reward. BigFarm
conducts an experiment that fully discloses the task difficulty. That is, the experiment has two
outcomes s1, s2, with π(s1|x = 100) = π(s2|x = 50) = 1.

If π reveals that the task is easy, lawyer R′ halts and collects her reward. However, if π reveals
that the task is hard, R′ is now disposed to continue. After all, she has already sunk 50 hours
of labor into the case, so the expected payoff of 50 additional hours is P − 50 = 25 utils. Here,
BigFarm’s communicative power gives her the ability to ensure with certainty that her lawyer
invests maximum effort into the case, even though the lawyer was previously disposed to invest
moderate effort into the case, and no synchronic signal could induce her to do otherwise.

Although BigFarm gains power to extract labor from her lawyer, we should not yet feel bad for
R′. After all, R′ has become richer. She expects that 80% of the time, the signal will reveal the
case to be easy, in which case she halts and reaps total utility 75 − 50 = 25. She expects that the
remaining 20% of the time, the signal will reveal the case to be hard, in which case she works a
total of 100 hours and reaps a loss of 75 − 100 = −25 utils. In expectation, she now receives 15
utils, an improvement in her expected payoff of 10 utils from the synchronic problem.

Unfortunately, I neglected to mention that BigFarm, as a corporation, has the power to set the
salary P it will pay for effective prosecutions. After consulting with the in-house philosopher,
BigFarm reduces its standard salary promise P to a value of 60 utils. What are we to make of this
revised situation?

BigFarm could not get away with this salary change if it did not have the power to conduct
informative experiments. After all, with no additional information, even 50 hours of effort now
represents an expected loss of 2 utils. However, BigFarm does have the ability to convey informa-
tion after 50 hours, and that power makes all the difference.

Now, BigFarm promises R′ that she will fully disclose task difficulty after 50 hours. This is
just enough to convince R′ to take the case. After all, 80% of the time, R′ expects to learn that she
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is done after 50 hours, and will earn a net profit of 10 utils. The other 20% of the time, R′ expects
to learn that she has made a loss of 50 utils, which can be reduced to 40 utils after slaving away
for another 50 hours. In net, R′ expects neither to gain nor to lose from investing 50 hours of work
into the case.

As before, information does provide a surplus, but that surplus is entirely reaped by BigFarm.
Her lawyer went from a certain disposition to decline the case, with expected utility zero, to a
certain disposition to prosecute the case fully, still with expected utility zero. BigFarm, by con-
trast, moves from her least-preferred situation in which the case is never prosecuted into her most-
preferred situation in which the case is always prosecuted fully.

In fact, that is not the end of it. Recent work has shown that if the reward structure of the
problem is still not enough to induce BigFarm’s lawyer to take the case, then she can often divide
the case into subproblems, each with a communicative experiment at the end that is just sufficient
to induce the lawyer to perform the subproblem (Ely and Szydlowski 2020). In the present case,
such manipulations would allow BigFarm to reduce her salary offer below $60. But I think we
have seen enough. Ongoing structures of domination, involving a diachronic asymmetry in the
ability to conduct informative experiments, allow dominating firms to extract more effort through
informational disclosures from those they dominate. If these structures are strengthened to involve
other powers, such as price-setting, the surplus can be entirely passed to the firm, leaving even
our farm-stealing lawyer with nothing to show for her additional efforts, which are the maximum
possible efforts desired by the firm. Here exploitative informing directly harms BigFarm’s lawyer,
who would otherwise be able to demand higher wages for her services.

7 Coarse-grained properties

Sometimes, it makes sense to think of coarse-grained properties as supervening on fine-grained
properties of credence. Most obviously, this is the case on a Lockean view where agents believe all
and only claims above a probability threshold (Dorst 2019; Foley 2009). For example, we might
think of our judge R in the original case as a Lockean with belief threshold 0.5. Alternatively, we
may think of many non-Lockean agents as having judgment or decision-thresholds fixed by their
credences. For example, we might say that the judge judges that an agent deserves the farm just
in case she is at least 50% confident that the agent deserves the farm, or that the judge treats 50%
confidence as a sufficient threshold for the decision to award the farm to a given agent.

With respect to each of these coarse-grained notions, we can define four traditional statistical
categories: true positive, true negative, false positive, and false negative. For example, the judge
reaches a true positive when she finds that B, BigFarm is entitled to the farm, in the state wb where
BigFarm is in fact entitled to the farm. The judge reaches a false positive when she finds B in w f .
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Definition Prior Posterior

TP 0 30
TN 70 40
FP 0 30
FN 30 0

TPR TP/(TP + FN) 0 1
TNR TN/(FP + TN) 1 4/7
FPR FP/(FP + TN) 0 3/7
FNR FN/(TP + FN) 1 0

PPV TP/(TP + FP) 0 1/2
FDR FP/(TP + FP) 0 1/2
NPV TN/(TN + FN) 7/10 1
FOR FN/(TN + FN) 3/10 0

Figure 7: Coarse-grained attitudinal properties

She reaches a true negative when she finds ¬B in w f and a false negative when she finds ¬B in wb.
With respect to these four statistical categories, we can define a number of coarse-grained

properties that agents may have reason to care about. In Figure 7, I have grouped these properties
into three clusters of four, deriving the underlying list of relevant coarse-grained properties from a
recent survey (Verma and Rubin 2018) so that I may not be accused of statistical cherry-picking.
Properties are normalized to their average values among 100 identical cases.

In the first cluster, I report the four basic properties: true positive (TP), true negative (TN),
false positive (FP), and false negative (FP). In Figure 7, we see that the lawyer’s persuasion has the
effect of converting negative verdicts to positive verdicts with indiscriminate abandon. A total of 60
negative verdicts in every 100 are shifted to positive verdicts in the posterior, split evenly between
true and false positives. In this sense, persuasion does not reduce the probability that errors will be
made, but simply shifts the types of errors that will be made: the lawyer has successfully swapped
30 false negatives for 30 false positives.

In the second cluster, I report one way of analyzing the rates at which the four basic properties
occur. The true positive rate TPR = TP/(TP + FN) gives the probability that a truly positive case
will be recognized as such. The true negative rate TNR = TN/(FP + TN) gives the probability
that a truly negative case will be recognized as such. The false positive rate FPR = FP/(FP+ TN)
gives the probability that a negative case will be incorrectly treated as positive. The false negative
rate FNR = FN/(TP + FN) gives the probability that a positive case will be incorrectly treated as
negative. In Figure 7, we see that the true positive rate has been increased from 0 to 1, inducing a
corresponding decrease in the false negative rate from 1 to 0. In this sense, the lawyer purchases
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true positive findings by reducing the rate of false negative findings. That might not sound like
a bad thing until we realize how it is done. The true negative rate of 1 has been reduced to 4/7,
allowing the false positive rate to rise from 0 to 3/7. The increased true positive rate is thus
purchased at the expense of a 3/7 increase in the rate of false positives, and a 3/7 decrease in the
rate of true negatives.

In the final cluster, I report another way of analyzing the rates at which the four basic properties
occur. The positive predictive value PPV = TP/(TP + FP) gives the probability that positive
predictions are correct. The false discovery rate FDR = FP/(TP + FP) gives the probability that
positive predictions are incorrect. The negative predictive value NPV = TN/(TN + FN) gives the
probability that negative predictions are correct. The false omission rate FOR = FN/(TN + FN)
gives the probability that negative predictions are incorrect. In Figure 7, we see that the positive
and negative predictive values of the judge’s findings have gone up: the judge is now more likely to
treat positive cases as positive and to treat negative cases as negative. But this increase in predictive
value is purchased at advantage to BigFarm: half of all farms awarded to BigFarm are farms it does
not own, whereas previously no such farms were awarded to BigFarm.

Together, these coarse-grained properties of the judge’s beliefs, judgments or decision thresh-
olds convey a strong impression that the judge’s beliefs and resulting act dispositions have been
manipulated to the advantage of BigFarm. BigFarm’s lawyer has successfully swapped false posi-
tives for false negatives, purchasing an increased true positive rate at the expense of a 3/7 increase
in the rate of false positives, and a 3/7 decrease in the rate of true negatives, and purchasing an
increase in predictive value at the expense of a situation in which half of all farms awarded to
BigFarm are farms it does not own. Coarse-grained properties of the judge’s beliefs, judgments or
decision thresholds have been manipulated here to the maximal advantage of BigFarm.

8 Exploitation

So far, we have been concerned with cases of exploitative informing in which informants provide
information to receivers for the purpose of manipulating the receiver’s actions or beliefs in order
to achieve the informant’s goals. Surprisingly, we saw that exploitative informing is possible when
agents share a common prior, informants are truthful and do not withhold information, and the
setup is fully transparent.

It may seem perverse to suggest that informing could ever be exploitative, particularly under
such open conditions. In many cases, Receiver consents to interaction. Receiver does not lose,
and may even slightly gain from interaction. In some cases, such as BigFarm’s initial suit against
SmallFarm, there are negative externalities: SmallFarm loses from BigFarm’s testimony to the
judge. But in other cases, no third parties are harmed. Surely, we might think, interaction under
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these conditions cannot be exploitative. That is, we might accept:

(Consensual Benefit Condition) An interaction between Receiver and Sender cannot
be exploitative if (1) Receiver consents to the interaction, (2) Receiver benefits from
the interaction, and (3) the interaction has no negative externalities.7

But exploitation theorists are nearly unanimous in rejecting the Consensual Benefit Condition
(Wertheimer 1996, 2011; Zwolinski 2009).

Consider:

(Thirsty Hiker) Hiker has run out of water. Passerby has plenty of water. Hiker
will die unless Passerby gives her some water. Passerby offers water to Hiker under
the condition that Hiker promise to spend the rest of her life as Passerby’s indentured
servant. Hiker agrees.

Here Hiker consents to an interaction from which she benefits, staying alive when she otherwise
would have died. There are no negative externalities. Yet Thirsty Hiker is a paradigmatically
exploitative interaction, contradicting the Consensual Benefit Condition.

Likewise, exploitative informing looks on many views to be a paradigmatically exploitative
act, even when all requirements of the Consensual Benefit Condition are met. For example, neo-
Kantian accounts (Wolff 1999) hold that exploitation involves treating others as mere means to our
own ends. In exploitative informing, Sender looks to treat Receiver as a mere means, manipulat-
ing Receiver’s acts in order to maximize Sender’s value function with no concern for Receiver’s
value function (Section 4). Alternatively, many Marxist accounts hold that exploitation is impor-
tantly tied to appropriating the surplus product of productive interactions (Holstrom 1977; Reiman
1987). And indeed, we saw in Section 5 that Sender is a surplus hog, appropriating the entire
value of information, even at the cost of shrinking the total amount of surplus value to be divided
between Sender and Receiver. In fact, exploitative informing satisfies some conditions that other
accounts of exploitation struggle to satisfy. For example, some authors hold that exploitation re-
quires awareness of the nature of the interaction by one or more parties involved (Ferguson 2020).
We saw in Section 2 that exploitative informing is possible under conditions of full awareness by
all parties.

To make matters more concrete, consider a leading account of exploitation due to Nicholas
Vrousalis (2013).8 Vrousalis holds:

7The Consensual Benefit Condition is a weakening of the widely-accepted non-worseness claim (Wertheimer 1996,
2011; Zwolinski 2009), on which such interactions not only cannot be exploitative, but in fact they cannot be worse
than non-interaction.

8This account is elaborated elsewhere, for example in Vrousalis (2013, 2014, 2023).
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(ExploitationV) A exploits B if and only if A and B are embedded in a systematic
relationship in which (a) A instrumentalizes (b) B’s vulnerability (c) to extract a net
benefit from B. (Vrousalis 2013, p. 132).

For example, in Thirsty Hiker, Hiker is vulnerable to Passerby because Passerby has the power to
give or withhold lifesaving water. Rather than respond to Hiker’s needs as reasons in their own
right, Passerby instrumentalizes Hiker’s vulnerability by treating it as an opportunity for material
gain. What would Vrousalis’s account say about exploitative informing?

In exploitative informing, condition (c) is met: Sender extracts a net benefit from interaction
with Receiver. Through surplus hogging, Sender reaps the entire benefit of this interaction. Like-
wise, condition (a) is plausibly met. Through act manipulation, Sender treats Receiver’s beliefs
as a means of influencing Receiver’s actions, and treats Receiver’s actions as a mere instrument
for maximizing Sender’s own value function. We saw in Section 4 that Sender uses her informa-
tion exchange purely as an opportunity to manipulate Receiver’s actions, and that Sender induces
the posterior distribution over act probabilities that maximizes Sender’s value function, with no
concern for Receiver’s value function or for the epistemic properties of Receiver’s beliefs.

To see whether condition (b) is met, it may help to introduce a distinction. For Vrousalis, agents
are vulnerable in an absolute, non-relational sense when they risk a significant loss. However,
agents may also be vulnerable in a relational sense: Receiver is relationally vulnerable to Sender if
Sender has the right kind of power over Receiver. Crucially, Vrousalis takes relational vulnerability
to be sufficient for condition (b) to be met. But what kind of power must Sender have for Receiver
to be relationally vulnerable to Sender? Vrousalis argues that it is sufficient for Receiver to be
relationally vulnerable to Sender that Receiver lacks something conducive to her flourishing, which
Receiver can only obtain from Sender and which Sender has within her discretion to withhold
from Receiver. On this understanding, is Receiver relationally vulnerable to Sender in cases of
exploitative informing?

In Section 3, we saw that exploitative informing involves asymmetric constraining power.
Sender, but not Receiver, can feasibly gather substantial relevant information. By construction,
Sender is the only one who can feasibly gather this information, and in all cases we have studied,
information could be used to greatly improve Receiver’s state. Because Sender is the only one
who can feasibly gather information, she can also withhold information from Receiver, and indeed
Sender uses her power to withhold any information which might transfer surplus value to Receiver.
In this case, Sender’s unique ability to gather substantial relevant information constitutes the re-
lational vulnerability demanded by condition (b), and it is precisely this vulnerability that Sender
instrumentalizes to extract material benefit through exploitative informing.

So far, we have seen that exploitation is a promising theoretical framework to capture the
wrong of exploitative informing. Although it may seem strange for Sender to wrong Receiver by
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consensually doing no harm to Receiver, or even conferring a slight benefit, we saw that there
is good reason to think that exploitation is possible under precisely these conditions. We saw
that exploitative informing looks, on many views, to be a paradigmatically exploitative act. In
particular, we saw that a leading account of exploitation due to Nicholas Vrousalis (2013) treats
exploitative informing as exploitative. If it is correct to say that exploitative informing is genuinely
exploitative, this raises the question of how agents should respond to acts of exploitative informing.
I take up this question in the next section.

9 Resisting exploitative informing

How should agents react to acts of exploitative informing? Although on many accounts exploita-
tion is unjust, it does not follow that agents should always refuse exploitation.9 The tragedy of
exploitation is that agents may often be rationally required to accept exploitative interactions when
no better alternative is available, as perhaps sweatshop workers are rationally required to accept
exploitative employment instead of no employment at all. Even if it is not always permissible to
resist exploitative informing, there may be great theoretical interest in the study of exploitative
informing, in the same way that political theorists have found significant interest in the study of
exploitation in labor markets and other domains.

However, it is often thought that agents may sometimes resist exploitative offers on the grounds
that they are unjustly exploitative. This is, for example, the reaction of Peon when she turns down
an exploitative offer in the Dictator Game. What might be said in favor of this stronger reaction?
It turns out to be a nontrivial matter to identify epistemic or practical grounds on which agents
may permissibly resist exploitative informing. Nevertheless, it may be worth exploring possible
justifications for resistance.

9.1 Epistemic grounds for resistance

The reason why it is difficult to find epistemic grounds for resisting exploitative informing is en-
capsulated in an epistemic extension of Good’s Theorem due to Patrick Maher (1990). Suppose
that agents score the accuracy of their credences using a rule that is strictly proper, which is to
say that under the rule, every credence function is self-recommending. For example, she might
use the Brier Score of assessing credences by their squared distance from the truth (Brier 1950;
Joyce 1998). Maher proved that under these conditions, with a few additional assumptions, agents
cannot rationally expect evidence gathering to decrease the accuracy of their credences.

9Some theorists distinguish a moralized sense of exploitation, which is necessarily unjust, from a non-moralized
sense, which may not be unjust (Arneson 1981; Wood 2014). My target is the moralized notion, as is the target of all
theories discussed in Section 8.
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Maher’s result applies equally to acts of exploitative informing: the receiver can gather evi-
dence by learning the result of the experiment π. Insofar as she evaluates accuracy using a strictly
proper scoring rule, she cannot expect the accuracy of her credences to be reduced by this act.
In fact, the accuracy of her credences may well increase. Indeed, both the judge and the lawyer
considered in this paper experience slight gains in the Brier accuracy of their beliefs as a result
of exploitative informing. This means that insofar as agents are concerned to maximize the accu-
racy of their credences, it will be hard to find rational grounds for resisting exploitative informing
short of a technical challenge to conditions of Maher’s result. However, we might find grounds for
resisting exploitative informing by broadening our conception of rational agents’ goals.

First, note that Maher’s result only concerns the accuracy of an agent’s credences. Perhaps
rational agents may care about other properties of their doxastic states. For example, an agent’s
credences are well-calibrated to the extent that, for each X, when she is X% confident in a propo-
sition, she tends to be right X% of the time. Calibration gives the judge no grounds to accept
manipulative informing, since she is already perfectly calibrated: she knows that 30% of farms
belong to BigFarm, so she always has 30% confidence that a given farm belongs to BigFarm, and
she is right 30% of the time. If rational agents are concerned with the calibration of their beliefs
(Van Fraassen 1983; Shimony 1988), they may thus not have reason to comply with exploitative
informing.

Similarly, we saw in Section 7 that in many cases, there are well-defined coarse grained prop-
erties of an agent’s doxastic state, broadly understood. We saw that there is a clear sense in which
exploitative informing does not make these properties any better, but rather shifts the balance of
error in ways favorable to the informant. Receivers concerned with improving the coarse-grained
properties of their doxastic state may have no grounds to accept exploitative informing. Some
would suggest that when fairness or bias are at issue, receivers may even be permitted or required
to resist (Basu 2019; Fazelpour and Danks 2021).

Second, we saw in Section 8 that exploitative informing is exploitative, which on many ac-
counts entails that it is unjust (Vrousalis 2023). On many accounts, the relevant injustice will be
partially epistemic, harming Receiver in her capacity as a knower by manipulating both the evi-
dence she receives and the beliefs that she forms as a means of achieving Sender’s ends. If this is
right, then it may provide a distinctively epistemic ground for resisting exploitative informing.

Finally, even if there are no good epistemic grounds for resisting exploitative informing, ex-
ploitative informing often relies on acts which are not purely epistemic. For example, in the di-
achronic case (Section 6) agents perform fifty hours of labor before information is disclosed. The
decision to perform fifty hours of labor can and must be made not only on epistemic grounds, but
also by considering the overall utility of performing fifty hours of labor. And even in the synchronic
case, the possibility of exploitative informing is a result of prior acts that constrain the availability
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of experiments and the permissibility of conducting and disclosing them. These acts may also be
evaluable on practical grounds. This suggests that we may do well to look for practical grounds to
resist exploitative informing.

9.2 Practical grounds for resistance

Just as the epistemic case for resisting exploitative informing is complicated by Maher’s result, the
practical case for resistance is complicated by Good’s Theorem (Good 1966). Good proved that
under several assumptions, agents cannot rationally expect the utility of their decision problem to
decrease as a result of gathering information. The expected value of information may well be zero,
due to surplus hogging, but it cannot be negative. This suggests that it may not be rational for
receivers to strictly prefer to avoid exploitative informing.

One way to resist would be to lean on recent challenges to Good’s Theorem, which argue that
agents may assign negative expected value to information if they are risk averse (Buchak 2010;
Campbell-Moore and Salow 2020), uncertain they will conditionalize (Neth forthcoming), or face
a number of other circumstances (Adams and Rosenkrantz 1980; Bradley and Steele 2016; Kadane
et al. 2008). This strategy will stand or fall with the strength of these challenges to Good’s Theorem
and their applicability to individual cases of exploitative informing.

Another way to resist leans on the discussion in this paper. We might rely on the fact that
exploitative informing is exploitative and give grounds on which agents may resist exploitation.
Or we may proceed more directly (Roemer 1985). We saw that exploitative informing involves
asymmetric constraining power (Section 3) used to manipulate agents’ acts (Section 4) in order to
hog the surplus from gathered information (Section 5) in a way that interacts with ongoing struc-
tures of domination (Section 6). We might well build each of these features into our description
of outcomes, thereby rendering them utility-relevant. For example, we could say that the outcome
of exploitative informing involves unfairness, manipulation, domination or control, and that agents
may rationally prefer to avoid outcomes with these features.

This move is familiar from recent discussions of consequentializing, which aim to widen
the scope of normative phenomena that can be incorporated within broadly consequentialist and
decision-theoretic approaches, often by expanding the scope of what is understood by the out-
come of an action (Dreier 2011; Portmore 2011; Seidel 2019). Some think that consequentializing
is nearly always successful, and that it shows how a wide variety of normative phenomena can
be brought within the consequentialist fold. These theorists should be friendly to a broadening of
how the outcomes of exploitative informing are described. Others may think that many instances of
consequentializing are trivializing, unmotivated, or deprive consequentialist and decision-theoretic
approaches of their explanatory power (Muñoz 2021; Schroeder 2007; Tenenbaum 2014). These
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theorists evaluate consequentializing maneuvers on a case-by-case basis, and they are welcome to
apply a similar scrutiny to the broadening of outcomes suggested above.

Those unsatisfied with the consequentializing approach should probably see the permissibility
of resisting exploitative informing as a datum located within nonconsequentialist normative theo-
ries. Many such approaches allow us to directly say that exploitative informing is wrong because
it is manipulative, controlling, selfish, and interacts with structures of domination. They also allow
us to say, on these grounds, that agents should resist exploitative informing. On nonconsequential-
ist approaches, if Good is correct that the expected utility of exploitative informing for the receiver
cannot be negative, then this just shows that the permissibility of acts does not always supervene
on their expected utilities.

Summing up, we have seen that there may be epistemic grounds for resisting exploitative in-
forming. Although exploitative informing cannot reduce the expected accuracy of receivers’ be-
liefs, exploitative informing may fare less well when we move beyond accuracy as an epistemic
standard. We have also seen that there is room to mount a practical objection to many of the acts
involved in exploitative informing. This challenge can be mounted within a consequentialist the-
ory, in an attempt to make the challenge consistent with Good’s Theorem, or it can be mounted
within a nonconsequentialist framework without the need to reconcile itself with Good’s Theorem.

10 Discussion

This section concludes by discussing three avenues for future research: connections between ex-
ploitative informing and epistemic injustice (Section 10.1), new grounds for duties to gather evi-
dence (Section 10.2), and generalizations of the present discussion (Section 10.3).

10.1 Epistemic injustice

On many accounts, exploitation is of necessity unjust (Vrousalis 2023). I suggested in Section 9.1
that although some of the injustice done through exploitative informing is practical, a substantial
part of this injustice is epistemic, harming the agent in her capacity as a knower. Combining these
thoughts suggests that there is a kind of epistemic injustice involved in exploitative informing. If
this is right, then three conclusions suggest themselves.

First, it would be productive to theorize directly about the type of epistemic injustice involved
in exploitative informing, and in particular to relate this injustice to existing taxonomies and the-
ories (Dotson 2014; Medina 2017; Fricker 2007, 2017). Second, we saw in Section 9.2 that one
way to resist the argument from Good’s Theorem to the impermissibility of resisting exploita-
tive informing would be to appeal to nonconsequentialist considerations. It may be worth asking
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whether the injustice done by exploitative informing could satisfy this appeal. Third, we saw in
Section 9.1 that an analogous result by Maher is less easy to challenge, at least insofar as we restrict
ourselves to epistemic rather than practical challenges. However, if we understand exploitative in-
forming as perpetrating a distinctively epistemic type of injustice, those who think that epistemic
injustice can compete with other traditionally epistemic considerations (Basu 2019; Fricker 2007)
may find in this thought ample epistemic grounds for the permissibility of resisting exploitative
informing.10 Developing and testing these arguments at length might be an interesting project for
future research.

10.2 Duties to gather evidence

An ongoing project of epistemologists is to explain why agents sometimes have duties to engage
in costly processes of evidence gathering (Hall and Johnson 1998; Woodard and Flores 2023). Our
discussion of exploitative informing suggests two new grounds for duties to gather evidence.11

The first ground is self-regarding: since exploitative informing rests on the asymmetric power of
informants to gather evidence, receivers can break or even reverse the power imbalance between
themselves and exploitative informers by gathering and sharing evidence of their own.

A second ground for duties to gather evidence is other-regarding: agents can break the power
that exploitative informers have over others by gathering evidence and sharing that evidence with
others. For example, agents might challenge the control that state-run media exercises over politi-
cal narratives in authoritarian regimes by founding independent news outlets (Gehlbach and Sonin
2014; Stanley 2015). This second suggestion interacts with a broader consensus that competi-
tion in information markets tends to increase the quality of information provision (Bergemann and
Bonnatti 2019; Mligrom and Roberts 1986; Gentzkow and Kamenica 2017). We might attempt to
ground other-regarding duties to gather evidence in a broader view on which gathering and sharing
evidence not only prevents others from being exploited, but also significantly improves the quality
of information they will receive from many or all sources.

10.3 Generalizations

The discussion in this paper took a tightly constrained view of exploitative informing. All of the
cases discussed had most or all of the five exploitative features discussed in Sections 3-7. In most
cases, they had these features to a very high degree: for example, the acts we considered were
maximally surplus hogging, providing no value at all to the receiver. It might be productive to

10Others (Dotson 2019; Thorstad 2022) may be less concerned about the epistemic lens.
11To be clear, these arguments do not ground unrestricted duties to gather evidence in all cases, but rather restricted

duties to gather evidence where the grounds apply and are undefeated.
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consider cases where some of these exploitative features are lacking or are instantiated to a lesser
degree. Are these cases still rightly regarded as exploitative? Does it remain permissible to resist
information provision in these cases? And would we still want to say that information provision
in these cases constitutes a type of epistemic injustice? Working through a broader range of cases
should aid in understanding the nature, scope and norms of exploitative informing.
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